Recent protest movements worldwide, ranging from the Arab Spring to Hong Kong"s Umbrella Revolution, have painted a picture of youth striving in times of crisis to secure self-determination and justice for more democratic futures. While traditional theory of collective behaviour has viewed youth activism as the result of structural strains or collapse of order, recent studies have focused attention upon the role of future orientations merely as movement strategies, such as meta-narratives and frames. What is missing from these accounts, and what this article seeks to address, is the initiatives of youth to carry out their future-oriented agendas and struggles at the grassroots. Drawing upon interview data with young citizens, who took part in recent political activism in response to a democratic crisis in Hong Kong, this article illustrates how young people involved in political struggles against social injustice and political repression as they enacted their life goals and identities, which were rooted in their evolving assumptions and aspirations about the future. Rather than static political ideals, these visions of future were constantly reconstituted in the activist practices alongside unfolding crises. This article thus re-theorizes youth activism simultaneously as the manifestation as well as the constitution of alternative futures in practice. Moving beyond the notion of youth activism as passive reaction to repression or abstract political anticipation, it leverages for youth agency and everyday experience to understand youth"s political imagination and commitment to social transformation.
Introduction
From rebellious students in England to youth discontent in the Arab countries and the wired generation in the globalized Occupy Movement, a plethora of youth activism facilitated by new information and communication technologies (ICT) has developed in the face of socioeconomic dislocations on a global scale (Gordon, 2010; Harlow, 2011; Jeffrey, 2013; Juris, 2012; Lim, 2012) . Whereas Hong Kong lacks the tradition of radical protests, the 2014 Umbrella Movement enjoyed considerable support amongst the younger generation in the Asian global city (Ming Pao, 2014; The Huffington Post, 2014) , where political activism surged alongside a democratic crisis provoked by China"s conservative reform to Hong Kong"s electoral system (The Economist, 2015; Yuen, 2015; Ortmann, 2015) . These political neophytes many of whom took part in protest movements for the first time not only extensively engaged in the seventy-nine-day, largescale occupation protest, but also involved in diverse civic-political activities beyond the immediate movement field.
Whereas traditional theory of collective behaviour viewed youth activism as collapsing social and political orders (c.f. LeBon, 1896; Smelser, 1962) , an alternative strand of social movement studies and futures research has begun to focus attention upon the role of crisis as opportunities for the construction of alternative futures (Juris, 2008; Melucci, 1996; Touraine, 1981; Schulz, 2016a; 2016b) . This article seeks to advance this research by addressing the initiatives of youth to carry out future-oriented agendas and struggles at the grassroots. Rather than movement strategies such as meta-narratives and collective action frames (c.f. McAdam, 1982; Pratt, 2003; Snow et al., 1986) , it conceptualizes future orientations from a transformative perspective (Stetsenko, 2010; , and explores how assumptions and aspirations about the future (re-)constitute youth"s paths to political activism in practice.
In this analysis, this article presents an exploratory study that aims to understand how youth has involved in political struggles as they enacted their life goals and future selves, which were rooted in the everyday domain. Drawing upon interview data with young activists, who took part in the Umbrella Movement, it illustrates that youth participation in political activism was closely linked to the fracture between their orientations toward the future and the democratic ruptures that cloud these assumptions 3 and aspirations. Rather than static political ideals, their future orientations were constantly reconstituted in their activist practices in response to unfolding crises. This article thus conceptualizes youth activism simultaneously as the manifestation as well as the constitution of alternative futures. Moving beyond the notion of youth activism as passive reaction to repression or abstract political anticipation, it leverages for youth agency and everyday experience to understand youth imagination and commitment to social transformation.
Approaches to youth activism and crises
Traditional approaches tended to view youth activism as crises of social instability and disorder. In the earliest theory of collective behaviour, collective action was considered the result of irrationality of mobilized masses and their manipulability. Similar to LeBon"s (1896) classic treatment, which interpreted the crowds of the French Revolution as irrational reversions to animal emotion, this literature regarded social movements and political activism as people induced to lose their ability to think rationally thus driving toward violent action. Then, collective behaviour theory developed in the 1960s conceptualized crowd behaviour as the response of agency of social control and disruptive to the society (Porta & Diani, 2006) . Rooted in the viewpoint of structural functionality, it interpreted collective action as the consequences of strain within the social system, community, or group (Smelser, 1962) . In these views, youth activism was thought of as social crises in themselves. Although being the earliest explanations of collective action, some of these perspectives are still widely accepted by many people worldwide, and prevail in the mainstream media in understanding youth activism against the backdrop of on-going crises.
The wave of student movements in the 60"s and 70"s in the US and beyond however inspired another round of development of social movement theory. As the resource mobilization theory (RMT) (McCarthy & Zald, 1977) and the political process approach (PPA) (McAdam, 1982) became the most dominant models, conceptualizations of youth activism were altered. Breaking with the traditional collective behaviour theory, which had considered movements and activism as irrational expressions of social dysfunction, RMT and PPA emphasized on the concepts of "cognitive liberation" 4 (McAdam, 1982) , "collective action frame" (Snow et al., 1986) , and "identity narratives" (Pratt, 2003) , and viewed a central part of movements and activism to be "claim-making" that "brings recognition as a credible political player with the capacity to make a difference in the next political struggle" (McAdam et al., 2001: pp. 147-148) . As a result, a large part of social movement studies and futures research have been addressed to wellestablished institutions and political elites (Schulz, 2016a; 2016b) , such as movement organizations and activist leaders. In these studies, future visions were treated as recourses ready to be used for mass mobilization and for the coordination of collective action. They were subsumed under the analytical categories of movement strategies or organizational purposes (Della Porta & Diani, 2006) . From these perspectives, youth activism was regarded as calculative, instrumental decisions, in which future orientations became narrative or discursive weapons for mobilization.
Indeed, dominant approaches to youth activism and the future tended to collapse the individual dimension into the movement realm while undertheorise the former (Melucci, 1996) . Whereas much has been said about the role played by elite actors in the mobilization and organizations of protest movements, less has been known about how youth agency for civic engagement and political participation arises at the grassroots. As Schulz (2016b) critiques, "this elite orientation … neglects the initiative of ordinary citizens, social movements, and subaltern networks -grassroots actors with less formal standing and less institutional power but nevertheless with moral standing, imaginative voices, and potential impact" (Schulz, 2016b: p. 9 ). In particular, extant literature was too strongly tied to the present conditions of "political opportunity structures" (Tarrow, 1996) or, more recently, "mediation political opportunities" (Cammaerts, 2012) in situating youth activism in times of crisis, and does not sufficiently engage the future orientations of youth for creating democratic alternatives.
In contrast, scholars and researchers associated with the so-called "new social movements" seek to address the cultural potential of social movements. Among them, Touraine (1981) conceptualizes collective action as a field of tensions where actors confront dilemmas, and where processes of social creativity may occur. He proposes to acknowledge social movements as "the voice and the eye" of society in that they produce alternative futures for society. In the same vein, Melucci (1996) More recent research has been carried out on contemporary youth activism but predominantly concentrated on American experiences. While some of these studies examine how youth activist groups engaging youth from marginalized populations like the youth of color affected by urban inequalities (Clay, 2012) , others look at immigrants" activism at local schools (Terriquez, 2011) or student movements that are concerned with school funding, the environmental crisis, the prison industrial complex, standardized testing, corporate accountability, and educational reform (Gordon, 2010; Kwon, 2006; Larson & Hansen, 2005) . Despite local variations, a similar trend can be observed in research that examines youth activism in Latin America. These include studies investigating youth activism against poverty and social misery in slums (Silva and de Castro, 2015) or youth activism on body politics and sexual health (Coe et al., 2015) .
These studies based on cases of the North and Latin Americas thus focuses attention upon local projects and community development with an emphasis on social justice (Kirshner, 2007) in contextualizing contemporary youth activism.
While the conditions and contexts of the Americas focuses attention on youth activists" social and economic struggles, youth activism in semi-democratic societies or counties in transition may manifest distinguishing patterns (Kirshner, 2007) . In contrast to youth activism in the West increasingly characterized by lifestyle politics, identity politics, and consumerist acts (Bennett, 2003) , contemporary youth activists in many 6 parts of the world "are fighting against historical barriers, such as fear-driven political cultures or repressive colonial laws" (Zhang, 2012: 254) . Therefore, a more inclusive lens should be extended to societies where high proportion of youth still lives under political repression and exclusion. To better understand how youth in other parts of the world interpret their future in coming to activism, we need to move outside the Western context, where the bulk of research and theorizing about contemporary youth activism is occurred.
The current case of Hong Kong, where (semi-)authoritarian regime and (neo-)colonialist governance has prevailed particularly regarding the struggle over universal suffrage, thus provides an alternative context to examine the contentious-political experiences and future orientations of contemporary youth activism.
Transformative perspectives of youth activism and the future
In the context of social movement literature and futures research, as discussed, future orientations are not very often conceived of as dynamic processes of mundane everyday life. However, this is perhaps one of the most crucial research sites for the investigation of contemporary youth activism, as it has been observed to be characterized by fragmented and individualized forms of collective action (Bennett, 2012; Bennett & Segerberg, 2011; Bimber et al., 2005; Castells, 2012; Shirky, 2008; Juris, 2012) .
Extending the strand of research which reflects on future visions of the grassroots, this article illustrates the dynamic interplays between youth activism and the future by examining how future orientations enact and shape youth"s paths to political activism in times of crisis, and how these future assumptions and aspirations are in turn reconstituted in their activist practices in the present. Toward this end, this article draws insights from research on transformative activist stance.
Expanding on Vygotsky"s (1997; 2004) scholarship, Stetsenko"s transformative activist stance (TAS) (2010; 2015) proposes to understand citizens as agentic actors, who seek to contribute to the society in the pursuit of their own visions. In this view, social transformation takes place "through people"s activities and contributions to their communities … in their day-to-day lives, struggles, and pursuits" (Stetsenko, 2015: pp. 107-108). Rather than co-creators of the status quo, citizens are seen as agents of social change through their own acts and deeds. Yet, instead of pre-existing social 7 transformative practices, "human being are "always already" constituted by social practices … as they are carried out and constantly transformed by people themselves in their own pursuits and efforts" (Stetsenko, 2015: p. 108) . Therefore, while aiming at transforming the current conditions, youth themselves are changing along with their future visions in fundamental ways within real-world projects and struggles.
From the transformative perspective, youth activism has to do with people collectively participating in and contributing to their world in view of their future goals and purposes; and also through this process they come to realize and reformulate these future orientations in practice. In this view, future orientations are simultaneously a process and outcome of youth activism. On the one hand, acts and deeds for social transformation are impossible without an orientation to the future in terms of people"s own commitments and pursuits. In Stetsenko"s words, "we always act in pursuit of goals rather than mechanically react to the world … contingent on what individuals and communities consider should be" (Stetsenko, 2010: p. 11 , emphasis in the original). On the other hand, future assumptions and aspirations are "constantly work-in-progress … contingent on activist involvements in, and contributions to, collaborative transformative practices" (Stetsenko, 2015: p. 108) . In other words, people are the knowers and makers of themselves at becoming through the very acts of their agency and activism for social change. Of centrality to this conceptualization is the understanding that we constantly construct assumptions and aspirations about the future through immediate experiences and practical activities rooted in concrete historical-material conditions in the real time.
This view is particularly useful for understanding youth activism in times of crisis, as it recognizes youth participation in contentious politics as future-oriented commitments and contributions, moving beyond the conventional understanding of youth being passively situated in existing conditions and merely responding to top-down repressions. In the case of Hong Kong, for instance, while some of the youth activists initiated their networked activism by rescuing student protestors from other police violence aiming at "remediating the future of Hong Kong," others sought to secure their future anticipation of further democratization in the city especially regarding the universal suffrage of the Chief Executive. Future orientations are therefore the 8 importance relational quality through which we position ourselves within historically evolved conflicts and struggle for what is ought to be.
Concurrently, this is also a desirable conceptualization for understanding contemporary youth activism, as it highlights the processes of enactment by considering future orientations as manifested in the forms of day-to-day activities and personal identity. In fact, many youth activists, who took part in the Umbrella Movement, altered their personal life goals and future plans in the course of their movement participation.
These shifts in future orientations tended to be expressed in terms of everyday decisions and mundane projects. They include university students who changed their career choices in order to avoid (participation in) potential political suppression, young adults who decided to not have babies or to not invest in Hong Kong properties, and youth who considered emigration as a result of lacking confidence in the future society. Rather than strategies or agendas towards societal or policy change, future orientations are thus considered by this research as the result of dynamic processes in the everyday domain.
From democratic crisis to the Umbrella Movement
While Hong Kong kept its own executive and legal system under the "one country, two systems" principle, by which it retained a degree of autonomy, the handover of Hong Kong from Britain to China did not provide further impetus for democratization. After its handover in 1997, the mainland Chinese government reformed the electoral system in order to weaken the pan-democratic camp.
In 2004, the Chinese government demonstrated its opposition to the democratization of Hong Kong when it ruled out the introduction of universal suffrage for electing the Chief Executive (CE) before 2012. In 2007, it was finally resolved that universal suffrage should be implemented by 2017. However, pro-Beijing reformers were only willing to allow Hong Kong people a choice between two or three preselected candidates. While this was based on the Basic Law"s requirement for the existence of a nominating committee, it ignored the fact that essentially all Hong Kong people should be able to run for office regardless of their political convictions (Yuen, 2015) .
The nomination process soon became the focal point of contention. Fearing that the election might turn out to be a "fake universal suffrage," some democratic supporters 9 in Hong Kong insisted on the introduction of civic nomination, a mechanism that would allow the public to bypass the nominating committee and directly nominate CE candidates, but which has been immediately rejected by the Chinese government. Others would accept a more democratically formed nominating committee, as long as there was reform on its composition and/or a reasonably lower nomination threshold (Yuen, 2015) .
Within the democracy movement, the role of political parties had decreased over the years. Instead of party politics, mass protests had become the main arena in the fight for greater democracy. The most well-known example for such an organization is the Occupy Central with Love and Peace (Occupy Central), which was founded in January 2013 led by academics and professors at local universities. Occupy Central carefully planned its nonviolent disobedience movement with workshops and a detailed manual that was posted online. However, this stood in contrast to the younger generation, who were much more aggressive in their position and eventually became the driving force of the Umbrella Movement.
To counter the democracy movement in Hong Kong, on 31 August 2014, the Chinese National People"s Congress (NPC) Standing Committee of the mainland Chinese government issued a "White Paper" as a decision on election reform for setting guidelines for the 2017 CE election in Hong Kong, in which it asserted full control over political development. By claiming "comprehensive jurisdiction" over the city, Beijing declared that the nominating committee must be formed "in accordance with" the existing 1,200-strong four-sector election committee, which had been criticized for over-representing the interests of Beijing.
Shortly following the issuing of the "White Paper," secondary and university students in Hong Kong, led by Scholarism and the Hong Kong Federation of Students (HKFS), jointly launched a boycott of classes starting on 22 September 2014 against Beijing"s decision. As the week progressed, students gave an ultimatum to CE, Leung Chun-ying, to meet with them and to discuss universal suffrage by 25 September. But because there was no willingness to engage in dialogue, students decided to increase the pressure by climbing over the fence to enter the Civic Square -the forecourt of the government headquarters. On 26 September, as the students attempted to enter the square, 10 they were met with a tough response from the police. This in turn mobilized thousands of people to join the protest movement.
On 28 September, the massive rally was met with tear gas and pepper spray, which protesters repelled with their umbrellas, thus giving the movement its name. Upset about the violent response to peaceful protests, more Hong Kong people joined the movement. As the number of people grew, the police used pepper spray and tear gas on a massive scale against the protesters. The violent reaction by the police led to a backlash as it led to a dramatic increase in the number of protesters who began occupying the streets. Eventually, it was reported that over 200,000 people and the occupation protest spread from Admiralty to other major commercial districts in the city including Mongkok and Causeway Bay. As such, the 79-day Umbrella Movement, the largest and longest episode of collective contention in the history of Hong Kong kicked off.
The study
To examine how youth political activism interacts with future orientations in times of crisis, this research undertook a qualitative study of youth activists in the Umbrella Movement. It adopted an interpretive approach which aims to reconstruct the actual lived experiences that moved the young citizens to take part in political activism. By recognizing them as active moral and political subjects, it means to examine the democratic crisis and occupation protest from the alternative perspective of youth who struggled for social justice and human dignity in relation to their future assumptions and aspirations. This thus enabled the researcher to explore the influence of future orientations upon the youth"s path to/of political activism through their movement experiences in times of crisis.
This research drew data from interviews with youth activists. It used in-depth interviews to collect empirical material, consisting of the youth activists" personal narratives on their paths to/of networked activism for the Umbrella Movement and beyond. I interviewed seventeen youth activists at the ages between 17 and 29, ten out of which were male and seven of which were female. They were selected because of their self-identified intensive participation in the movement for democracy in Hong Kong, and of their ages within the range of 15-30. According to Cheng and Chan (2016) (Bendit, 2006; Canadian Youth Foundation, 1995; Cheal, 2003; Yalnizyan, 1996) .
All the interviews were conducted in Hong Kong in the summer of 2015. Mostly in public venues such as Cafés and fast food restaurants, they were carried in locations chosen by the informants. The time of each interview lasted between one and a half hours to two hours. They were in-depth interviews guided by four sets of open-ended questions;
and each set of these questions was related to one specific thematic area. But these questions were only suggestive, as some of them were not asked in the interviews if the interviewer found them less relevant to the case of the informant; some additional questions were added and probed further when the interviewer considered them to important and more relevant to the case of the interviewer. In the first part, I asked general questions about the informants" biographical details. The second and the most important part of the interviews revolved around their paths to/of political activism. The third part of the interviews was about their evolving activist identity and life goals. The last part of the interviews was concerned with the impact of movement involvement on their everyday life, as well as their interpretations of the consequences of the Umbrella Movement at the societal level.
The empirical material drawn from in-depth interviews were examined for the reconstruction of the youth activists" lived experiences and actual practices in the face of the democratic crisis. They were used to interpret the youth"s paths to/of networked activism. During this process, a series of key themes emerged. Subsequently, the researcher analysed and interpreted them to construct meaningful historical discourses for answering the specific questions of this research. In presenting the data, while none of the 12 interviewees requested anonymity, all the names were changed so as to protect the anonymity of the youth activists.
Youth activism and future orientations in a democratic crisis

Engaging in the present and changing the future
The outbreak of the Umbrella Movement opened up a series of historically unprecedented opportunities for youth to exercise their social imaginations through direct participation in contentious activities. For many youth interviewees, the initiation of their political activism represented a fracture between their future orientations and the democratic ruptures that cloud these aspirations. The feeling of emergency to rescue student protestors from police violence so as to remediate the future of Hong Kong was a key component of their paths to political activism against the backdrop of the crisis of democracy.
In the evening of 26 September 2014, the last day of the weeklong class boycott cum demonstration in front of the government headquarters, dozens of students climbed over the metal barriers and stormed the empty forecourt of the Headquarters by surprise.
While some of them were swiftly arrested by the police, the remaining students were surrounded in the Civic Squire. During the arrest and confrontation, some students were injured and shown with blood on their faces, while others were still trapped in the forecourt overnight. However, this move undertaken by the police dramatically backfired, as it created a "moral shock" (Jasper, 1997) that helped mobilize the first wave of political activism among individual actors. Among all the youth activists that I had the chance to talk to, Sally was among the first wave of protestors, who headed Occupy Headquarters immediately after they knew about the arrest of the students. What initiated her prompt involvement were not the ideals of democracy or freedom, but rather her future aspirations for the student protestors who were under attack and arrest. As she recalled in the interview:
Back then, I did not expect a large-scale protest movement to occur. I decided to go there after watching what the students had been through for simply demanding a fair and just electoral reform for all Hong Kong people … 13 They were just students! If we allow them [the police] to treat the students like that, it will be legit for them to treat any of us like that soon. To me, that was our last chance to make our stance clear -To say "no" to the authoritarian regime. Otherwise, Hong Kong would go all the way down from there.
Sally"s personal experience was not an exception but a recurrent theme among the youth interviewees, who commonly interpreted the police violence to be an attack on Hong Kong"s future society. Samantha was another youth activist who read such signs in watching news on social networking sites (SNS). When asked about how she initiated her political activism and why she came to take part in the Umbrella Movement, she reported that:
After watching the news about the arrest of students and police violence on Facebook, multiple friends of mine who were already there called for more people to support the students on the SNS. They told people to bring water, goggles, and plastic wrap to protect themselves from pepper spray … That was before the idea that we are having a social movement at all. We just went there to help blockade the police and prevent them from approaching the government headquarters where the students were violently suppressed … They were just student! A lot of them were still in school uniforms! That was not the Hong Kong I knew! That was not the Hong Kong we worked hard for! That was not the Hong Kong we desire! As [young] adults, we had the responsibility to go protect them because they are the future of Hong Kong. Eventually, they will be responsible for our society.
We went to protest our own future, so to speak.
Moreover, while the youth"s paths to political activism were informed by embedded visions for the future linked to social justice and human emancipation, they are nonetheless enacted within practical activities in the real world. For instance, Eric originally did not plan to go to the protest movement as he had had a long day and wanted to take a rest at home. He changed his mind only because his friends suggested 
Struggling at becoming and experiencing failure
While youth activists were with a set of future orientations in coming to political activism, they constantly (re-)negotiate their future assumptions and aspirations in altering their relationships with the outcomes of the crisis of democracy and redefining the meanings of the Umbrella Movement. This becomes more obvious when we look at how the youth"s future orientations shifted alongside their embodied experiences of political activism. Sam, for instance, described the shift in his political attitude toward Hong Kong-China integration and his view on the future Hong Kong society after participating in the Umbrella Movement:
15 After taking part in the movement, my "illusion" about democratization of mainland China with Hong Kong as a stepping stone simply evaporated. I used to believe that despite a gradual and slow progress, China would become more liberal and democratic one day, and that in this process Hong Kong would serve as the gate through which democracy enters China … Now, however, I do not have such "illusion" anymore. Although I might not necessarily agree with everything emerging localism advocates for, I come to believe that a strict separation between Hong Kong and mainland China would result in a better social and political reality for Hong Kong people. Now I come to believe that Hong Kong should become more self-contained and self-sustainable, instead of being more integrated with mainland China … Actually, this is what Hong Kong was supposed to be under the "one country, two systems" policy. However, China has distorted the "one country, two systems" policy once and for all. It has been clear that the Chief Executive of Hong Kong will never be elected by Hong Kong people anymore … In this movement, I came to realize that the Hong Kong government will only suppress local demands for democracy and justice with violence. In the future, its policy will be merely subjected to the interests of China.
In the same vein, John"s shifted from a non-violent peaceful protestor to a potential radical after joining the protest movement, with the emerging assumption that peaceful protests would not be effective in the future in the face of an authoritarian regime:
We were peaceful throughout the occupation project; we did that for months, but we have achieved nothing. After the movement ended, I shift from a peaceful, nonviolent stance to a more radical stance for the democracy movement … Now, I start to think about whether the independence of Hong Kong would be a way out. I used to identify myself as a Chinese and thus never thought about that.
But now l start to think that the Beijing authority is hopeless and that Hong Kong should go for independence like Singapore did.
16
This shift took place mainly because I witnessed too many outraged incidents in the movement -So many peaceful protestors were beaten by the police even though they were just demonstrating peacefully.
For many youth activists, the dramatic historical event represented life changing moments not only limited to rising civic awareness and changing political attitude but also including shifts in patterns of their actual behaviours oriented toward the future. For instance, Sunny, whose father and aunt were policeman and policewoman respectively, came to alter his career choice from preparing himself to join Hong Kong Police to a refusal to join the police force. This shift in his future career plan had everything to do with his direct experience of participating in the Umbrella Movement, particularly with regard to police violence on the ground.
What I experienced in the movement entirely altered my views on the Hong Kong Police. I used to consider the Hong Kong Police to be professional and fair … But all I saw was multiple innocent citizens, who simply bypassed the streets, were under attack. They [the policemen] were supposed to control themselves and remain calm when they were on duty, so that they could do their job properly. But in this movement, a lot of them act biasedly against peaceful protestors only because the protesters were expressing anti-government opinions … If you ask me now, I definitely will not join the police force anymore after my university graduation, which will happen next year. Maybe I will consider joining other disciplined services, such as Fire Services Department, which will be less likely involved in political repressions. I think this way I can then truly serve the Hong Kong society.
For Sunny, his vision of future well-being with his potential ability to become a civil servant in disciplined services other than the police force stands in sharp contrast to his interpretation of the future Hong Kong society, in which, in his future assumption, will only end up in more and more political suppression and repressive violence, and in which 17 the police force will be always required to act biasedly against dissidents who however behave in a civil manner.
Sunny was by no means alone in altering his concrete future plan. Catharine also changed her mind on her mundane life goals after joining the protest movement:
During the Umbrella Movement, I came to realize that there were a lot of things that are "bigger" and more meaningful than my own personal goals. Actually, since I'm planning to study aboard in the close future, I've been thinking about if I should stay in a foreign country after my graduation.
I don"t think the Hong Kong government will change for good. You see?! Not even such a large-scale protest movement could achieve that. There's nothing we can do 18 about it, no matter how many Umbrella Movements we are going to undertake. I think I am giving up, just like many people around me.
Similarly, Zak, who was a young lawyer, considered emigration to be a long and difficult journey, and yet he might still go for it:
After the Umbrella Movement, I seriously consider to move to another country. I never thought about migrating to another country before, due to my occupation.
You know, you got your license and professional networks in Hong Kong. If you move to another place, you might not be able to be a lawyer anymore. You need to start all over again, from your license to connections. Also, usually you don"t earn as much elsewhere as in Hong Kong. That"s why this is not common among my people.
However, the cost-effectiveness of migration has risen for me now, due to the deteriorating governance in the city, where the authoritarian regime only serves the interests of big business and mainland China. Nowadays, I have been paying close attention to potential countries and firms overseas that I might be able to work for.
Hong Kong has reached a dead end … If the Umbrella Movement can"t change it, nothing can. During the movement, laws were arbitrarily interpreted by the government and selectively executed by the police. This was very disrespectful and harmful to our profession. One day, the value of my profession and thus my career will go down … Will Hong Kong become just like China one day? Are we going to be discriminated and threatened if we work as defence lawyers for those who protest against the government? I only see a dark future ahead.
Zak was acutely aware of the future cost of migration. Yet, by extending his future visions in a do-or-die manner, with overseas freedom at one pole and political sanction in Hong Kong at the opposite, Zak considered migration to be a painful but perhaps necessary move.
Conclusions
This article has briefly discussed the case of Hong Kong as an example of future orientations that shape youth activism in times of crisis. Drawing insights from research on activist transformative stance, it foregrounds the importance of future orientations as loci for youth activism in response to social and political dislocations. In this view, future assumptions and aspirations are generative of youth activism within particular historical moments. They inform grassroots resistance of young as well as their civic-political engagement in the long run. Yet, rather than predefined ideologies or unconscious byproducts of material conditions, they are realized in people"s direct engagement in meaningful activities out of the world while seeking to transform it.
Whilst acknowledging that not all young people with strong social imaginations became interested in contentious politics or participate in wider public activities that responded to the surging democratic crisis, it has been suggested that for those who did the role of future orientations is critical in shaping their paths to/of activism. For the young people with stronger commitments to intervene the status quo, they undertook collective action in seeking to transform the existing conditions of the society. In many of these cases, it was neither an immediate threat to the youth"s socioeconomic status nor a political ideal of democracy that ignited their political activism. Rather, they variously voiced a desire for alternative futures in combating the status quo through direct engagement in the present. In some cases, not only did the young people take part in the historically unprecedented protest movement, they also continued to participate in diverse civic activities and even formal politics after the Umbrella Movement ended. This is particularly reflected in the results of the 2015 District Council Election (The Economist, 2015; Time Out, 2015) and the more recent 2016 Legislative Council Election.
While the future orientations of many youth activists were reconfigured in their immediate encounters in the movement, they should be seen more as individual lifestyle perspectives that are strongly informed by the youth"s everyday life and day-to-day experience. Unlike those who had been recruited by traditional social movement organization as dutiful members, youth activists interviewed rarely direct their future plans toward policy change. Rather, they focused on struggling in real-world projects that organize their lives through the prism of a vision for the future. For them, emphasis was 20 placed upon the shifts in their life goals so as to secure decent personal futures, as social change was regarded as less effective and likely than individual change.
This article contributes to the literature by examining the interplay between youth political activism and the future, particularly in the face of a democratic crisis. It has illustrated several ways in which perceptions of the future affect youth civic-political participation, and how future goals and identities are themselves (re-)constituted within political activism. These insights can inform scholarly discussion and debate about recent youth engagement in the civil society and contentious politics, as they capture the notion of future self being an unfolding process, hereby conveying that it is not something predefined but rather enacted through direct civic-political participation. This approach represents a step forward in overcoming the rhetoric and stereotype that interpreted youth activism as passive reaction to repression or abstract political anticipation. Instead, it refocuses our attention upon youth agency and everyday experiences that are likely to become essential for examining contemporary social struggles and should be included as an important site for further research.
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